
XD in Germany (group 1)

What could I/my organisation contribute to a beneficial coopertation?
Try to be as concrete as possible

Which relevant actors/ networks/companies in Germany or France could join in?
Please add names and concrete contacts if possible

You start tomorrow: What would you do?How could the franco-german XD-cooperation look like concretely?
Please name potential project; research endeavors etc.

XD in Germany (group 2)

What could I/my organisation contribute to a beneficial coopertation?
Try to be as concrete as possible

Which relevant actors/ networks/companies in Germany or France could join in?
Please add names and concrete contacts if possible

You start tomorrow: What would you do?How could the franco-german XD-cooperation look like concretely?
Please name potential project; research endeavors etc.

Exchange/Mutualis
e Modules with an

existing vehicle
already in pre-

series

Share knowledge
and ideas

inform the public
about the project

help with platform
strategies

Arena 2036 in
stuttgart (Active

Research
Environment for

the Next
generation of
Automobiles)?

ADAC (?)

Develop fiber
based materials

(textile,
composites,...)

multiple
requirements
management

ideas

Exchange findings
on user

requirements on
light electric

vehicles

some new
concepts for

structural vehicle
components in the

institute

Have more
influence on laws

adjustments

Lower prices
through common

sourcing
Bosch as

manufacturers of
E-Bike equipment

Launch common
research or

technical sutides

Promote the idea
at German

Environment
Agency

experience with
citizen involvement

Send information
on German /
international

vehicle classes

Organise a
meeting to present

our project
IntWertL in order
to find synergies

how to collaborate
(Isabell Wellmann,

bwcon)

the first step to
install xD in

Germany, would
be to found a type
of organisation a
legal construct to

start.

1

As a member of a
company creating

communication
gateways, we can
offer knowledge to
communicate into

and inbetween
vehicles and offer

diagnostic help
(Markus from

HMS)

Clearly identify use
cases for LEVs

nom 2

Be a think tank for
problems

especially on the
legislative side and

focus on Norms
and Laws

Growth hack for
usage and testing

use cases

nom 2

bring actors
together and foster

exchange and
collaboration

create a 2 pager of
the XD project

Study and define
the best suiting

business models
to reach the

Xtreme challenge
target

nom 2

Label idea to
traduce the

specification :
recycled, long life

product,
repairable,

efficient, ... give
incentives and
also close the

market to chinese
vehicles

Study what kind of
parts and sensors

can benefit the
ecosystem for joint

commons, to
answer platform

needs (tire
sensors, weight

sensors, pax
identification,

sharing solutions,
etc

nom 2

Maybe I can help
to promote the

project.
Who really need

those type of
vehicles?

Municipalities;
Companies, who

else? where is the
maket

Study market
trends and

benchmark foe
both vehicles and

use cases

nom 2

Specifiy trials with
prototypes

nom 2

FGSV

"TÜV" several
organisations

possible

Manage beta
testers' criteria for

trials fore pre-
market

introductions

nom 2

Constin GmbH: we
do have a platform

designed for
different types

LEV-cars which we
could offer

"KBA" - public
body for

homologation on
behalf of the

Federal Transport
Ministry

(Kraftfahrtbundesa
mt)

LEVI: Talk about
this project in the

next LEVI
Newsletter and
promote it on
Social Media (

Linkedin)

we are interested
to find a

cooperation with
Ligier

With a view to
long-term

establishment of
the vehicles,

sharing providers
would be

interesting

bwcon (Isabell
WEllmann), KIT

(IMI), DLR,
Fraunhofer IPA

UTAC CERAM
testing facilities

nom 2

Battery
manufacturer as

well as the circular
economy value

chain around them

nom 2

Ministry of
Transport (BMDV)
- Department StV
24 -Fahrzeuge im

Straßenver-
kehr (Grundsätze

v. Geneh-
migungsprozessen

, Quali-
tätssicherung,

Marktüber-
wachung und
Sanktionen)

LEVI: have an
exchange with

regions/
municipalities

where LEV are
more established

and have a written
analysis of their
best practices

we are interested
in component

suppliers for LEVs
in France

About
ITS mobility is the largest

competence cluster for smart…

its-mobility.de/about/

ITS mobility – the
smart mobility cluster

networking
agencies like e-

mobil

Consumer Test
organization:
EURO NCAP

we want to find a
local partner to

produce batteries
modules locally

University of
Kassel (Transpoirt

Planning and
Transport

Systems, Prof. Dr.
Carsten Sommer
& Team) will be

happy to be linked
to any network and

information flow
related to

Feinmobilität (Fine
Mobility)

have an exchange
with cities/

municipalities
where LEV are

more established
infrastructurally

and have a written
analysis of their
best practices

Association of LEV
users in both

countries

nom 2

Radlogistikverband
Deutschland: Für die

Logistikwende!
Der Radlogistikverband

Deutschland vertritt über 60…

rlvd.bike/

Radlogistikverband
Deutschland

ADEME

franco - germany
research program

(engineering
program)

in case of the
development of a

new research
project on LEVs

think about french/
international
dimension

Talk with my
project

management team
who in the project
IntWertL will take

part in an
exchange meeting
with Extreme Defi
and when this can
take part (Isabell,

bwcon)

Gather with
Franco German

partners to share
the vision

nom 2

Jointly identify
market

opportunities to
provide a sizable

market (to be
defined)

nom 21

Task 50 of the IEA
HEV TCP : light
electric vehicles

Try to think even
more international:

EU wide usable
vehicles

Label cooperation
with public

agencies and
private companies

(and LEVA ?)

Learn about
market problems
that might arise

and offering
solutions if
possible

1

22 January:
anniversary of
Elysee-treaty

--> thinking about
collaboration of

municipalities on
the subject

Present the project
Extreme Defi in my

project networt
(two pager would

be helpful) Labs or schools
already organised
for franco-german

cooperationsLearn from
previous failed

emerging and new
types of vehicles

(many such lighter
and smaller

vehicles have
attempted market

launch)

nom 2

Shared
informations :

contacts,
companies,

database vehicles
(pre sale,

production, ...)

Look for Master
students

indeed, prepositon
of any activities is
a clear idea of the
size of market for
every single type

of LEV

two cities working
on the same

project,
cooperation -
"paired" cities

Public campaign
on interest of light,

electric vehicles
with showing and
testing capacity
vehicles (with

associations or
others

stakeholders)

Testing vehicles
fleets between

partner territories
and users

nom 2

Initiate work on
Label with german

environment
agency (UBA)

Answer to a EU
call like FRUGAL
ZERO-EMISSION

VEHICLES
CONCEPTS FOR

THE URBAN
PASSENGER
CHALLENGE

the main problems
will be the

production, after
sales and support
of a large number
of small vehicles,
there are a lot of

examples of
perfect vehicles,

but no company is
able or willing to
produce these

vehicles. You can’t
earn money with

small cars. To
produce only one
big luxury car is

much more
profitable for a
companie, than
produce a lot oft
meaningful small
elective vehicles

identify:
- user needs

- suitable
infrastructure














